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When You're Not Here

The man who wrote "The Lovin' Rag," the first and greatest of all the "rag" songs, has written a new one. It's his best; it's the best. It's the rage of the hour.

"When You're Not Here." Words and Music by BERNIE ADLER.

When you're not here, I'm always thinking about you.

Don't ever fear, my dear, I'll never doubt you when you're not near.

I feel unhappy, darling, every time you're leaving me.

I set my heart a grieving, I love you dear.

Each day my love grows stronger, I am sincere.
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Direction of A. H. WOODS

This is the musical comedy which JULIAN ELTINGE is appearing in at the Colonial Theatre, Chicago, indefinitely with unheard of success. The musical numbers:

The Fascinating Widow ........ .60
To be a Blushing Bride ........ .60
Love is the Theme of My Dreams .60
Everybody Likes a College Girl .60
Put Your Arms Around Me .... .60
Don't You Make a Noise ....... .60
To Take a Dip in the Ocean .... .60
The Eltinge Moorish Dance .... .60

The Waltz .75    The Selection $1.00

The first named piece, The Fascinating Widow, is the irresistible little waltz melody which Mr. Eltinge sings, it runs all through the play and is absolutely contagious.

The copies are on sale everywhere where music is sold at regular discount prices.
Steamboat Bill

Never did a song spring into such immediate popularity. It is the laughing hit of the year. We can't begin to print them fast enough.

"Steamboat Bill."
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Way Back in Tennessee

When Mr. Shields wrote "Waltz Me Around Again, Willie" and "The Good Old Summertime" we said "You'll not write anything better," but he did. Yes, he did when he wrote "Way Back in Tennessee." This is the jingley, quaint melody you hear everywhere.

"To Dave Ferguson."

"Way Back In Tennessee"

Words by
REN SHIELDS
Music by
CHARLES STRAIGHT

CHORUS
Way back in Tennessee, with that gal I'm longing to be.

When I go to hug her my heart stops When I go to kiss her you can hear gum drops.
Way back in Tennessee,

That's the only place for me. Oh what's the use, just